
Ten Best Practices for  
Protecting Sensitive Content 
Securing the Threat Surface of Third Party Workflows



Introduction
The most intransigent threats to your sensitive content arise when bad actors 
subvert everyday business activities. As a result, third party workflows where 
employees exchange sensitive information with outside parties expose the firm to 
constant threats, including data breaches, phishing, malicious files, and compliance 
violations. These third party workflow threats have a common theme: a user is the 
actor, and a file is the agent. Complete protection requires a defense that spans the 
full breadth of the associated threat surface: the collective paths of all files entering 
and leaving the organization. These best practices provide ten actionable steps you can 
take to build a holistic defense of the third party workflow threat surface.
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     Build a CISO Dashboard to  
     Visualize the Threat Surface
You can’t defend it, if you can’t see it. To defend the threat surface of third 
party workflows, you must have visibility to every file entering and leaving your 
organization. Begin with the goal of achieving an audit trail of all file transfer 
paths between your organization and your customers, vendors, partners, 
investors, and all other third parties. Once you have the data, create a  
clear and complete picture of the threat surface with real-time visualizations 
that answer the most important security questions about the information 
entering and leaving the firm.  Where is it coming from? Where is it going  
to? Who is sending it? Who is receiving it? Is it sensitive? Is it dangerous?  
Is the transaction normal, or is it a threat? 

2   Secure Third Party Communication Apps
Securing the third party workflow threat surface is like securing a busy downtown office building with a constant flux 
of employees and visitors. The first step in any security strategy should be to shrink the threat surface by establishing 
a secure outer perimeter—restricting and securing the entrances and exits. Therefore, your defense should begin with 
locking down email, Web, mobile, office and enterprise apps that enable third party communication. Limit these to an 
approved set of apps, and block the installation and use of unauthorized applications.
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       Make Secure Third Party          
   Communication Easy for Users
When securing organizational workflows, users will always be the weakest link in 
the chain. Make life too difficult for users, and they will find unsecured unauthorized 
workarounds to do their jobs. You must restrict and secure third party communication 
applications without creating roadblocks and headaches for users. Sending, receiving, 
saving and retrieving content should be very simple to ensure compliance without 
compromising productivity. 

        Unify Access to Enterprise  
        Content Repositories
Our highly secure downtown office building has layers of security. We must 
present identification. Our badge only allows access to our offices on the 
52nd floor. There are many doors to which we do not have a key. So, it 
should be with your sensitive content. Unified access to enterprise content 
repositories reduces complexity and provides an internal security checkpoint 
to protect your most valuable information assets. Granular permissions and 
content scans can ensure that only authorized files are retrieved and sent 
externally, and only safe files are received and stored internally.
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5 Maintain Control of Your Most Sensitive Content
How do you estimate the cost of a potential breach? It’s a classic math puzzle that arises when you multiply a very 
small number by a very large number: probability times impact. The estimate is useless. While the lure of low cost cloud 
storage may be irresistible for everyday business documents, you should resist it for highly sensitive information where 
a breach could cost you your business. Large global organizations often reach efficient economies of scale and have 
sufficient IT expertise to manage a private or on-premise cloud. Don’t lose control of your most sensitive content. 

6 Encrypt Content in Transit and at Rest
If you don’t lock up your valuables, then don’t blame the thief when they are stolen. The simplest way to protect your 
sensitive content is to encrypt it—in storage and in transit. Powerful encryption makes your valuable content worthless 
to everyone but you, so be sure to choose an encryption method where the cost of breaking it far outweighs the value 
of your sensitive content to a leaker or an attacker. When storing private content on the public cloud, make sure you can 
bring your own encryption keys. 
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       Strengthen Security and  
       Governance with Metadata
When you build your defense along the correct threat surface,  
you get better intelligence. Protecting third party workflows requires 
information about third party workflows. Encrypted data packets and  
IP addresses just don’t cut it. Go beyond user and file privileges  
that protect data at rest. Use transfer metadata, such as sender, 
receiver, origin, destination, time of transfer, and content sensitivity 
to protect data in motion. Use this unique intelligence to strengthen 
security and governance over the flow of information into and out  
of your organization. 

       Bring All Security 
       Infrastructure to Bear
Most security-first organizations spend millions of dollars on 
security infrastructure from firewalls and hardened networks 
to endpoint anti-virus software to multi-factor authentication. 
Mature security architectures in large organizations include many 
advanced tools, such as a centralized security operations center, 
a consolidated SIEM-based CISO dashboard, data loss prevention 
(DLP) and advanced threat protection (ATP). However, very few can 
monitor and inspect every external file transfer. When you have 
control over the third party workflow threat surface, you gain the 
ability to send each external file transfer down a gauntlet of your 
most robust security infrastructure. 
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9 Develop Heuristics to Detect Anomalous Activity

You know your business better than anyone. You know when it looks normal. You know when it looks strange. If you 
don’t have an office in Shanghai, then why are there multiple login attempts from that location? If your Dublin office 
closes at 17:00, then why are files being downloaded well after midnight? If a financial analyst has never sent a file 
larger than 100MB, then why is he suddenly transferring 5GB zipped files to an unknown recipient? Tracing each file 
transfer along the third party workflow threat surface provides a detailed map of how your business interacts with the 
outside world—your CISO dashboard. Activity that doesn’t fit normal, everyday workflows indicates a potential breach 
or attack. Develop benchmarks and heuristics to detect this anomalous activity, so you can put an end to it.

           Block Breaches and Malicious  
           Attacks Automatically
Visibility, governance, and threat detection are all means to a single end: preventing breaches and attacks. You must 
be able to act on the information, otherwise your CISO dashboard becomes an ironic window through which you watch 
helplessly as your most sensitive content walks out the door. Turn your knowledge into power and automate your 
response to stop threats before damage is done. Shut down anomalous activity. Kill unusual file transfers before they 
start. Isolate malicious files before they reach your enterprise content stores. Become the master of the third party 
workflow threat surface.
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About Accellion
The Accellion secure content communication platform prevents data breaches and compliance violations from third 

party cyber risk. With Accellion, CIOs and CISOs gain complete visibility, compliance and control over IP, PII, PHI, 

and other sensitive content across all third-party communication channels, including email, file sharing, mobile, 

enterprise apps, web portals, SFTP, and automated inter-business workflows. Accellion has protected more than 

25 million end users at more than 3,000 global corporations and government agencies, including NYC Health + 

Hospitals; KPMG; Kaiser Permanente; Latham & Watkins; National Park Service; Umpqua Bank; Tyler Technologies; 

and the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). For more information please visit www.accellion.com 

or call (650) 249-9544. Follow Accellion on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Accellion’s blog.
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